
Information technology
As the department most intimately involved with the platforms that support transformation, many IT 
teams stand to avoid the following pain points with a successful workplace transformation.

Pain point

• Keeping up with evolving security needs

• Setup time and costs of adding new users

• Using multiple machines to resolve problems

• Poor or uncertain return on technology
investments

How transformation can help

• Advanced tools help prevent threats before
they happen

• Simplified setup processes

• Device and software familiarity and reliability
decrease support calls and save time

• Clearly communicated benefits of investment

The IT department will play a central role in 
workplace transformation. Its leaders have 
the knowledge and authority to validate 
and deploy the transformation’s most 
performative features. However, the CIO 
and IT can’t be a service for the company; 
leverage their expertise by making them 
trusted advisors and educators as the rest 
of the company adjusts to digital business.

In this role, IT can aid corporate decision makers to better understand the impact and constraints of 
technology, reducing the miscommunication and missed opportunities that thwart effective change.

Additionally, IT teams can seek ways to redirect current IT objectives and budgets into those that 
support your organization’s digital goals.

By 2020, 60% of digital 
businesses will suffer major 
service failures due to the 
inability of IT security teams 
to manage digital risk

What they have to gain:

Agility and control, with a workflow that 
enables teams to anticipate and 
facilitate change at scale

What they bring to the table:

Expert-level validation
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Production/supply chain, real estate, and facilities 
Supply chain and facilities leaders play a strong role on the digital business team, helping establish 
the technology, talent, and processes that ensure their departments can operate at the new speed of 
digital. The following common pain points can be resolved with successful workplace transformation. 

Pain point 

• Limited availability of current data

• Too much time spent drafting and executing 
problem resolutions 

• Unwieldy asset and equipment management 

• Adhering to shifting compliance and safety
standards 

• Physical workspaces fail to support digital work

How transformation can help 

• Advanced analytics tools provide a 360-degree 
business view 

• Technology enables agile, e˜cient operations to 
optimize production planning, scheduling,
operations, and cost°management 

• Predictive analytics support better strategic°
decisions with a uniÿed view of inventory,
warehouse, manufacturing, service, and logistics

• Increased visibility and communication systems
enable leaders to react to change rapidly

• Intuitive devices and software combine to create 
multifunctional spaces that support work
wherever it happens 

A 2017 McKinsey study found that companies that aggressively digitize their 
supply chains boost annual earnings growth (before interest and taxes) by 
3.2 percent—the largest increase from digitizing any business area. 

With so many moving parts from the supply chain to facilities, visibility is key. Smart, dynamic digital 
systems produce and analyze data at the speed enterprises need, so these teams can fulfill company 
needs efficiently. 

As a result, a digital workplace has very physical impact on every part of the business, providing more 
flexibility in supply and helping teams bring new products to market faster. It rewards with more 
cost-effective use of facilities and utilities while improving compliance and safety. 

What they have to gain: 

Transcend service roles to become 
strategic players within the company 

What they bring to the table: 

Visibility to identify obstacles or 
vulnerabilities in the digital ambition plan 
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Finance
As the keepers of the bottom line, your finance department is a crucial ally as you pursue digital 
initiatives. Transformation can help resolve these common pain points for the finance team:

Pain point

• Disparate, incompatible systems

• Lack of real-time big picture reporting limits
financial planning

• Scarce talent

How transformation can help

• Reliable, connected devices and systems 
eliminate confusion

• Advanced analytics tools provide a real-time
360-degree business view 

• Modern technology and processes are more 
appealing to job seekers

In a recent CFO survey, 82 percent see a measurable business ROI from 
digital finance investments, and nearly one-third report transformational 
impact on the business at large.

Especially for enterprises new to digital, budgeting approaches and processes will need to change. 
The new approach must enable faster budgeting for agile digital initiatives so internal process 
restraints won’t hamper transformation. Finance plays a crucial role in driving this change.

The good news is that embracing digital efforts makes it easier for finance teams to achieve this 
agility. For instance, merely improving access to real-time data enables insights that empower your 
finance department to plan for the future—and change that plan if and when the landscape 
changes. Every step toward digitizing the financial value chain of your business speeds this process.

What they have to gain:

Agile systems that enable big-picture 
decisions driven by real-time reporting 

What they bring to the table:

Ability to ensure budgets align with 
transformation success
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Procurement
As business processes become more digitized, relationships with vendors will change. This shift 
depends on procurement teams solving the following pain points:

Pain point

• Inadequate systems delaying delivery and
invoice payments

• Too much energy spent on transactional
tasks

• Ineffective supplier management 

How transformation can help

• Dynamic systems and devices allow rapid
turnaround

• Advanced technology and software boost
efficiency

• One system, compatible across departments,
manages suppliers and the procurement process

With the right tools, procurement departments can transform from transaction focused to 
strategically driven. Once reliant on partnerships with large, slow-moving vendors, transformed 
systems can more readily work with smaller, nimbler suppliers. This strategy can help procurement 
become more agile, particularly in new markets.

What they have to gain:

Modern processes that enable more 
strategic decision making than 
transactional tasks

What they bring to the table:

Opportunity to enable agility in current 
partnerships and new markets 
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Marketing and sales
From ensuring your company gains a foothold in a new digital space to driving essential revenue 
growth, marketing and sales teams play important roles in digital initiatives. Effective workplace 
transformation can help resolve these common pain points for both teams:

Pain point

• Limited communication between marketing and
sales obstructs alignment and collaboration

• Old or inaccurate data prevents agile planning—
market data, shifting sales opportunities

• Difficult to track sales and marketing efforts across
multiple teams 

How transformation can help

• Advanced technology and collaborative software
encourage communication

• Access to current data enables greater innovation
and creative problem solving

• Advanced analytics tools provide a 360-degree 
business view to align teams and decrease double 
work, driving down cost of acquisition and
maximizing customer lifetime value

Many sales teams have embraced technologies like CRM and sales force automation but may not be 
using them to their full potential. This is an ideal opportunity to work with IT and marketing to create 
a digital ecosystem.

Sales and marketing leaders alike stand to gain a stronger hold of the market with workplace 
transformation. Digital business connects the enterprise to the online and mobile world, allowing 
marketers to best engage target audiences and the right sellers to reach their customers in the right 
context to drive revenue growth.

89 percent of CMOs agree secure, scalable, digital platforms are central to a 
marketing strategy. Over three-quarters will direct their annual spending to 
this purpose in 2018.

Social media data, statistical modeling, and machine learning offer opportunities to better discover 
and know prospective customers—insight that benefits both sales and marketing efforts to create a 
consistent customer experience across channels. 

What they have to gain:

Improved data driven insights to build 
customer experiences that drive 
revenue growth 

What they bring to the table:

Knowledge of customer needs and 
market impact
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Human resources
HR leaders have their fingers on the pulse of your company’s culture, and thus they provide a 
perspective vital to achieving a successful and sustainable transformation.

Effective workplace transformation can help resolve these common pain points for HR departments:

Pain point

• Steep challenges to engage, satisfy, and retain 
talent

• Difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of 
initiatives for recruiting and retention

• Too much time spent on mundane processes

• Dispersed employee records across systems

How transformation can help

• New devices and technology support and engage 
new talent

• Business analytics tools provide a 360-degree view 
of your business, including recruiting and
retention

• Centralized data and modern tools enable
automation of many time-wasting tasks

• A single integrated system eliminates 
multiple-system confusion

56 percent of companies surveyed are redesigning their HR programs 
to leverage digital and mobile tools.

The modern digital environment calls for modern digital talent, but HR teams will not succeed in 
retaining the teams they need by simply pulling in disruptive talent. They need device and system 
support in place company-wide, so new recruits can be successful. Retention of valuable employees 
promotes individual success and increases overall value to the organization.

As pace of innovation increases, so does the pace of new hire expectations. HR leaders must also 
adopt a new way of working and thinking in the digital hiring space, from incentives to work 
distribution. Next generation technology and real-time hiring data helps teams streamline everyday 
processes and respond quickly to disruptive environment shifts.

What they have to gain:

Improved ability to compete for 
and retain talent 

What they bring to the table:

Insight into talent challenges across the 
organization
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